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	You HOLD IN YOUR HANDS one of the first books devoted solely to creating software

	applications that incorporate the eBay Marketplace. By applying the information

	in this book, you're joining a community of thousands of software developers who

	are taking the promise of distributed Web services and putting them into action to

	create and enhance real businesses today.





	In this book, Ray Rischpater describes the methods that any software developer

	can use to automatically list items for sale on eBay, perform searches of

	eBay product listings, and more. The fact that Ray chose both Perl and C# for

	code examples illustrates how any language or platform can be used to create

	eBay applications. Whatever language or tools you choose, whichever platform

	you prefer, our XML-based API makes it easy to create customized eBay functionality

	today.





	At the end of 2003, the eBay Marketplace comprised more than 94 million

	registered users around the world. During the last holiday shopping season, one

	out of every three people who were on the Internet came to eBay. Nearly 40 percent

	of items listed for sale on eBay.com are listed through the API. In 2004, the

	eBay API will service an estimated 10 billion calls from developers. Developers

	are using the eBay platform to build solutions that make trading easier for eBay

	buyers and sellers. The revolution ofWeb services is real, and eBay is proud to

	be part of that revolution.





	The opportunities to build a business or accelerate an existing business with

	the eBay Marketplace have never been greater. We at eBay love to help developers

	who come up with innovative ideas to help users and improve the marketplace,

	and there's no better way to do that than creating a new application using the

	eBay API. We're looking forward to seeing what you come up with!
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The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Online Marketing (McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Courses)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	The McGraw-Hill 36-Hour Course: Online Marketing is a book
	that will teach you about online marketing tools and how to apply
	them to support marketing credibility, visibility, and sellability.
	This book is written for students, entrepreneurs, marketers, and
	professionals—in short, anyone who wants to understand the art
	and...
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Drupal For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Welcome to the first edition of Drupal For Dummies, the book written
	especially for people who want to have their own Web sites but
	haven’t a clue about how to start or where to begin.


	Are you frustrated because the kid next door has five Web sites to your
	none? Are you tired of trying to find someone to build your site...
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Deep Inside osCommerce: The CookbookPackt Publishing, 2006
osCommerce has been around since March 2000. At present there are over 10,000 live, registered osCommerce sites, and about 100,000 registered community members. Apart from providing ready-made solutions to problems, as well as a huge repository of information, the osCommerce community is a living entity with which we can all interact. With the...
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Media Diversity: Economics, Ownership, and the FCC (LEA's Communication Series)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Media Diversity: Economics, Ownership, and the FCC provides a detailed analysis of the regulation of diversity and its impact on the structure and practices within the broadcast television industry. As deregulation is quickly changing the media landscape, this volume puts the changing structure of the industry into perspective through the use of an...
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GIS Applications for Water, Wastewater, and Stormwater SystemsCRC Press, 2005

	Professionals involved in the planning, design, operation, and construction of water, wastewater, and stormwater systems need to understand the productivity-enhancing applications of GIS. Inspired by an ASCE-sponsored continuing education course taught by the author, GIS Applications for Water, Wastewater, and Stormwater Systems...
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Project Manager: Mastering the Art of the DeliveryTrans-Atlantic Publications, 2005

	Learn how to be the safe pair of hands in your organisation, consistently delivering exceptional projects on time and to budget. The steep rise in demand for good project managers in recent years has been mirrored by the publication of book after book setting out the formal processes and mechanics of project management. Whether they are...
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